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Casa MerCedes, a tiny restaurant perched on the 
second floor of a residential building, possesses a 
definitive magic. its view includes santa cecilia castle, 
downtown Guanajuato city and its university. Tables 
inside the cozy, bright and tastefully decorated space are 
set with opalescent goblets and handcrafted dinner plates. where on earth

Mexico



revoluciòN

 by elySe glicKman 

phOtO thIS SpReAD 
guanajuato skyline.
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Every course prepared by executive chef Jesús Cárdenas’ staff 
is a gastronomic surprise further enhanced with wines from 
Malagòn and Casa San Miguel. Two dishes are interpretations of 
the chile relleno, (stuffed pepper, a Guanajuato staple) — baked, 
filled with braised lamb or pork, and dressed in different savoury 
sauces. The black huitlacoche (corn truffle) soup is remarkably 
delicate, and beautifully paired with rosé. 

Others at table indulge in Dos Cremas, a gravity-defying 
dish pairing thick bean and pork soups in the same bowl and 
topped with chicharrones (pork cracklings). Two Corralejo 

top shelf anejo tequilas are poured as main dishes are being 
distributed, and at this point, we are served something not 
on the menu. Initially we think the sparks we see are from 
local kids setting off fireworks. A few seconds later, a small 
fire breaks out in the distance and fire engine sirens follow. 
Just when things are calming down, the lights inside Casa 
Mercedes and the neighbourhood outside go out in waves. 

For a moment, everything is pitch black, though we can still 
smell the wonderful aromas rising from our plates. As if all of this 
were a normal occurrence, the servers calmly come out to light 
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candles. To bring more illumination to our table, we switch on our smartphone 
flashlights and place them on top of our water goblets. The rhythm of the 
kitchen returns, and the setting is warmly cast in a pearlescent glow. 

At a nearby table, a man proposes to his girlfriend, and we realize we’ve 
experienced an interesting sensory shift. Perhaps this is what founding chef 
Luz María González had in mind when conceptualizing the restaurant. 
“Aromas, sounds, colours, textures, and flavours are the harmonies that we 
achieve when cooking the riches that we have in our kitchen,” reads a quote 
on the menu. “If we season them with that sigh that makes us remember all 
those aromas, they will make our food a beautiful symphony to share.”

With the way Cárdenas’ team keeps things moving and highly enjoyable in 
a situation like this, it’s no wonder Casa Mercedes has a reputation as one of 
the top restaurants in Mexico. Though his resume includes some of Europe’s 
most prestigious names in food and wine (Denis Martin in Switzerland, the 
Italian Association of Sommeliers (AIS), and Relais & Chateaux Orfila in 
Madrid), he has a firm grasp on how to bring out the best from Guanajuato 
state’s native seasonings and produce.

Casa Mercedes personifies Guanajuato City. The former mining town is also 
a goldmine of history as the birthplace of Mexican Independence and artist 
Diego Rivera. Rather than sit on a flat grid, Guanajuato City’s winding streets 
cut through hills and mountains via tunnels adorned with ornate sculptural 
entrances. The town centre is punctuated with plazas, squares, cathedrals and 
museums. Travellers who fly into Del Bajio International Airport and make a 
beeline for nearby San Miguel de Allende without first exploring Guanajuato 
City will ultimately miss out on a true artist’s home and one of Mexico’s most 
important historical hubs.

Several hotels with historic pasts offer great value with atmosphere to 
spare and easy access to delightful neighbourhood places. Camino Real 
Guanajuato, steps from the Casa Mercedes, occupies the former Beneficio de 
Metal de San Francisco Javier hacienda. While the rooms are simple and 
contemporary, the delightful public outdoor areas are adorned with plush 
landscaping, preserved artifacts and architectural appointments from the area. 

To fully appreciate what is served in fancier spots as well as the many 
mom-and-pop places with lines out the door, Hidalgo Market (designed by 
architect Ernesto Brunel, and opened in 1910) is an obvious starting point. 
It offers pretty much everything you would want to find in Mexico, from 
peasant tops, ceramics and leather goods to numerous booths prepping 
aromatic, delicious and inexpensive street fare, such as Mariscos de Playa’s 
epic shrimp and seafood cocktails that, with a Fresca, go for a mere $5.



phOtOS thIS SpReAD CLOCKWISe 
FROM tOp LeFt Welcome to 
hacienda Corralejo; guanajuato 
Market; piedrade Real; Arco 
Leon cocktail; guanajuato street 
scene; Chicken mole; Casa 
Valadez Anfitrión & gourmet.
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Beyond the internationally renowned Casa Mercedes, other 
fine dining establishments here and in the industrial city of León 
(an hour west by highway) artfully unite long-standing culinary 
traditions with a modern sensibility. Opposite the Jardin de la Unión 
in Guanajuato City’s centre, Casa Valadez Anfitrión & Gourmet pulls 
off a few miracles under executive chef Karen Valadez Burstein. 
The menu, in the tradition of a mid-20th-century steakhouse, 
goes on for pages. Many of the selections subtly reflect a global 
palate, but stay true to the character of local ingredients. 

Ceviches (shrimp and coconut; octopus and tomatoes, tuna 
tartare), a trio of salsas, and an appetizer sampler reflect Burstein’s 
knack for balancing novelty, brasserie flair and regional culinary 
roots. It extends to the cocktail menu and main courses, from a 
simple enchilada plate with a chunky, fresh tomato sauce to a steak 
dish where a tamale and corn fritters replace mashed potatoes. 
Between courses, diners can peek out of the picture windows to 
catch glimpses of the square at its most lively, with vendors and 
buskers competing for the attention of passers-by, and 
callejoneadas (evening tours led by guides and strolling musicians in 
period costumes) in progress.

In León, streets are paved with vendors offering antojitos (“little 
cravings”). Arguably, the January Feria de León is best time of 
year to take in the abundance of regional snacks — corn gorditas 
stuffed with cheese or pork; guacamayas (delicious sandwiches 
with chicharrones, pickled pork rinds, avocado, tomato, peppers, 
and salsa); hurraches, (masa flatbread with different toppings); 
and, of course, corn-on-the-cob and tacos. Thankfully, many of the 
feria vendors also maintain storefronts operating all year round. 

The most striking thing about León’s trendy La Casona del Arco, 
besides a solid cocktail menu, speakeasy space and retractable roof, 
is its elevation of more obscure street food and one-pot cooking 



serves 2–4

Ceviche al Coco
ThIs reCIpe comes from karen 
Valadez Burstein of Casa Valadez in 
Guanajuato City.

fresh shrimp 400 g

tomatoes 100 g, diced 

Cucumber 1, diced 

onion finely chopped, ¼ cup

Cilantro chopped, 2 Tbs

Basil chopped, 2 Tbs 

lemon 1 small or ½ large, juiced 

olive oil 3 Tbs, divided

salt to taste

Coconut Cream ¾ cup 

olive oil 2 Tbs

white wine 2 Tbs

1 steam or blanch the shrimp until just 
pink, then peel, devein if necessary, 
and chop.

2 in a mixing bowl, combine the cut 
ingredients, then add the lemon juice, 
1 Tbs olive oil and salt to taste.

3 in a separate bowl, whisk together the 
coconut cream, wine and remaining 
olive oil. 

4 finish by blending the ceviche with 
the coconut vinaigrette.
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recipes perfected by generations of 
mothers and grandmothers. While some 
items may not be to everybody’s taste, such 
as chapulines (grasshoppers) topping blue 
corn tostadas with guacamole, the menu 
has more approachable options like beef 
stew (which indeed did taste like it was 
inspired by somebody’s mother’s recipe), 
salsas and cocktails that make for a 
conversation-filled evening.

Other inspired dining-meets-history 
experiences lie beyond the cities. Real 
de Piedra, in the village of Pénjamo, 
is a converted hacienda with suites 
and public areas that are effortlessly 
rustic-chic, decorated with contrasting 
antiques and contemporary pieces. 

Owner Enrique Garcia, an interior 
designer, put special effort into the 
restaurant. The breakfast menu 
concentrates on farm-fresh traditional 
Mexican dishes, while the dinner menu 
seamlessly fuses the styles of Central and 
Pacific Mexico. Fresh Pacific fish and shrimp 
are brought down to earth with just-made 
salsas and seasoned breading. Breakfast 
enchiladas and omelets are hearty, but 
balanced with fresh citrus and tangy 
condiments. A collection of teas and tisanes 
livens up the check-in area and adds an 
extra touch of warmth, tempting one to 
spend the day with a good book in the 
hacienda’s sunny courtyard.

The Hacienda Corralejo (20–30 minutes 
away from Real de Piedra), is an absolute 
must, and not just for tequila enthusiasts. 
While most tequila distillery tours cover the 
process of crafting tequila from field to 
(tasting) flute, Hacienda Corralejo extends 
the concept from its main building to 
various cellars, agave fields, exhibit rooms, 
artisanal food shops, event spaces and 
themed storage areas varying distances 
away. It transcends tequila, offering a full 
range of spirits, artisanal food production 
areas and a trip back in time to the first 
sparks of Mexican Independence.

Don Pedro Sanchez de Tagle, a 
descendant of Spanish royalty, built 
Hacienda Corralejo in 1775 as a blue agave 
farm and tequila distillery. Some years 
later, the family purchased an alembic 
still from Spain to distil mezcal. More 
significantly, Don Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla 
— who later became the Father of Mexican 
Independence — was born there and grew 

up among the Sanchez de Tagle’s workers 
and families. For this reason, the hacienda 
is perhaps the only tequila distillery to be 
a popular field trip site for local school 
kids, with its murals dedicated to historic 
figures from the area, colonial era artifacts, 
recreated rooms with antique furniture 
(some still in use), a representation of a 
company store where resident workers 
purchased provisions, and interesting 
collections of spirits bottles, promotional 
paraphernalia and photographs.

All of this emerged from the mind 
of Don Leonardo Rodriguez Moreno, 
a beverage industry veteran who 
purchased the hacienda in 1994 and 
relaunched the Tequila Corralejo brand in 
1996 — making it one of the oldest and 
newest tequila distilleries in Mexico. 

Don Leonardo considers himself 
“hands-on boss” in the truest sense of the 
word. In addition to the regular Corralejo 
portfolio, he has fostered the development 
of additional lines, including Corralejo 
1821, Quita Penas, and Los Arango, along 
with top-tier aged luxury tequilas such 
as Gran Corralejo and Corralejo 99,000 
Horas. He also had a hand in designing 
the bottles for each tequila marque that 
are produced at the Vidriera glass bottle 
plant five minutes from the hacienda. 

Various buildings with visually striking 
features (such as reclaimed bottles and 
glass) include cellars, such as Bodegon 
Dolce Vita and Palacio de Los Espiritus, as 
well as Rincon Prohibido, for the production 
of the El Ron Prohibido rum. Other themed 
areas introduce visitors to Tostadiño Vino 
Generoso de Uva Pasa (a fortified wine), 
Old Jenkens Beer Liqueur, Horus Chocolate 
Liqueur, El Diezmo Coffee Liqueur, Vodka 
Boker and other libations. The main 
hacienda also includes artisanal production 
facilities for El Trashumante sheep cheeses, 
chocolates and coffee roasting. 

While tours of the Hacienda and access 
to the buildings are free of charge, a few 
extra dollars can buy a wonderful breakfast 
or luncheon with elegant renderings of 
homespun food by Fabiola, Don Leonardo’s 
chef and kitchen manager. Brunch 
includes family-style platters of chilaquiles, 
huevos a la mexicana (scrambled eggs, 
Mexican style), hand-made tortillas, 
freshly squeezed orange juice, seasonal 
fruit, costillas de puerco en chile pasilla 
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Camino Real, Guanajuato City
www.caminoreal.com/hotels/details/cr/gto

Real de Piedra
www.facebook.com/realdepiedra

Casa Mercedes
www.casamercedes.com.mx

Casa Valadez Anfitrión & Gourmet
Jardin de la Unión 3, Zona Centro

la Casona del arco
www.lacasonadelarco.com.mx

Hacienda  Corralejo
www.tequilacorralejo.mx/en/hacienda

Visitit

Los Angeles-based writer elyse gliCkMAn’s 
last story for taste& travel was about the 
Seychelles.

phOtOS thIS pAge 
CLOCKWISe FROM tOp 
LeFt hacienda Corralejo; 
Casa Valdez interior; 
Cutting blue agave: 
Chiles for sale in 
guanajuato Market.
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(pork ribs a chile pasilla sauce), and a multitude of 
condiments and salsas. A plated multi-course lunch may 
include enchiladas, chile rellenos, soups, mole-covered 
meats, roasted chicken, agua frescas (fruit-infused 
water), buñuelos (donuts), and (naturally) tequila.  
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